
RUN Write-up
April 10th, 2021 Gold Mountain Run

Run Date: April 10th 2021

Trail 
Leaders: 

Rob (Lead), Aghassi Ghardaghian (Mid), and Chris Johnson (Tail).

Total No. 
Rigs 

13
We had 13 Rigs on Saturday’s run.

Members:  We had 8 members attend Saturday’s run.

Guest: We had 5 guests on Saturdays run.

Our meetup was in front of the Subway in Big Bear, we had a quick meet and greet with all our 
Guests followed by a driver meeting. We all had radios and with a quick radio check and the 
mention of the new Club call sign we were off to the trail head to air down.

We saw that there is a possible new Gate keeper that is built at the entrance to Gold Mtn off of Hwy 
18. But the original trailhead is still open for access so I am not sure if this is not completed or if this 
is something that will be implemented for the trail in the future. If it is put in place, you will not make 
the trial in a rig without 35” tires and 3” or greater lift with lockers. There are some very large bolders
in that pile.

We had 3 rigs on 33” all had some sort of a lift and most of them completed the trial without issues.
Gus’s JKU was the lowest jeep on the run with 33” tires and a 2” Rubicon stock lift, he did turtle on 
the 3rd obstacle, but a quick strap pulled him right off, Sorry guys, no Cowbell here, Gus is a guest.

We had one other Guest that bent his tie bar and stabilizer shock, other than my torpedoed front 
Ring and Pinion gear there were no other issues and everyone made it back off the hill with great 
stories to share with family and friends.

I would like to thank Aghassi, Chris and Sergio who all stepped out and help out on the trail.  We 
have great members in our club and knowing that you have folks like all of you who are willing to 
jump in and help our fellow members and guests feel more comfortable on the trails is something 
that makes this club so special, a real family.

Great run, great time and a great group of folks made for just an amazing day.


